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In tba •%iliy—t of d-a aroa for waddlaa: aad la arc furaaoat for 

.aadtiag of artels am of tba prim comldaratiom Is tba atablllty of tbe 

_J«ro.    The design of the furmoe or the esecatloB of the welding ppooatts 1* 

Q COlimitod by the ccnti-ol prooMMt Dsossssry to mlrrtaln eetlefactory rtabUity. 

Ftx« ft practical etsndpttiat etaMlity mm the aoaetaaay of bast Input at tba 

plaoa desired la the welHag or melting process la afrloh the arc la being seed. 

from an electrical rtaadpcdrt tba etabUily la asniferted by the oooataawy of 

oarraat aad voltage Input to tba arc. 

It la wall known tbat aa csclllogrsai of tba Toltaga froa a d-c vaLUaf 

arc ahoMB rapid •eriatione la voltam, nenally of xmadoa frequency aad aagaltude. 

If tba •eriatiottj baooaa too excessive tba arc vllx §^\ out of eoatrol aad either 

ba axtlacalabad or do aa uaaatlafactory Job of raiding.   la aay oaaa tba per- 

fovaaaoe aad utility ara graatly enhanced If tba mriatlom cr "oaoillatlcm" ta 

umieut aad voltage cca ba raduood or eUadrated.    To achieve thia goal there 

be obtalaad a knee/ledge of tba basic cauaaa =f tba oseIllation* aad It aaa tba 

purpose of tba work raportad here io aaoartaia this. 

Accordingly, apparatus was aat op to asks alaultemoue aaasuraaaata of 

*>w»   /«fl<lti««M   Kit mil • ••«*      mn14mmm      H-^t  *~^   gfflttg 3   Is.  t±5£   d-£   iTS   —*   t^ 

oocrelate tba results vith tboaa oootrollabla par—etare which sight laad to a 

battar understanding of tba ftmdasJetttaJ prooasaaa Involved.    By mans of a dual 

baaai oscalloaoopa It was possible to sake a dlraot coaparlaon of aay two of tba 

abora typaa of C*KJ illations. 

It was foaad tbat tbe oaoillatloBS were of two typaa (l) high frtinaany, 

high amplitude oacillatlooa oocurrlag at ounauta abora about 15 eayaa as aad 
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(a) \m tnzpumr, hem eaylltuU aeaillatioaa of a wry viMn as£^* ^-mtla^ 

«% sorrea+e tolov 15 «|ws.   leaolte ctmiaad froe our atudiae of tb* hi** 

oaolllatlaa* nare oaaaribed la the paper "The Hlaelat Aro aad ladlo 

Pelf Qeaaeetil OaclUatlaa* la the D-C Carboa Are" by B. B   Llat aad 

f. 1~ JOB** *Mah aae y.iiM.til at tba Aearlaan laetltute of KLectricnl ie«Urc«re 

third Ooafajaaoe oa aXeotric tfeldlaf at Detroit, Klnh1an», April l£~i£,  193G. 

fba papar mm wdbmmpmMj pahllabe* by tba uxs la their refclioatioa e->^ 

Heotria Are ead BeOetaaoa Valdiae-m, p.  »y-2l8, October, 19*2.    It **e 

alao pahllahad br the AXXf la KLactrloal ahglaoerlJQt, Yd. 72, *o. 2, p   683- 

690, aaejejt, 1993*    Baprla** </f thia faper vna-a laolaled in Tvcimt^+i Rajna-t 

Bixfeer 2 - The XlactrioaJL ttteblllty Of High Cur^nt *xoe In Air Aad la Controlled 

OaaeoKi JtLxWr^e", tunaatmr, 1952. 

Eftaaulte of tto* #tudiae of t»» lev fivcnvssuy oaciaictiorJ wro daaoribnd 

1* tho papar *Ixw-Tr«<aaacy 8alf-0ao»eratcd OiciUiUow In the D-C Cufcen Arc" by 

B. V. Hat aad T. B. fax*,   thia paper vaa praaoafaafl a* UM 1953 Vttatar Oaoeral 

Meetlaa of tba /aanrloaa Dartitute of CLaotrload Sngiaeara ani MI puixLUbad by 

•*» Afflg la BOaatrloal fagl »r wring Yol. 72, fc>. 7, Jely, _?53, p. Qa-619.    A 

reprint of thia publication it attached berate aad cade & part of thia report. 

fhe priadpal oo&ilnoiane frct« the loir frequency »tK3£*c are aa 'JtoXLam 

1.   A ttady of tbs A-c u-s la air at aorenl tcoearaturee aad prensurea 
between aolld carbon etleetrcdaa baa dlacloaofl toe presence of 
ayanertrloal, u&lfom oac Illation* of current, Yoltajje, light, and 
SCJSSS oscurviag at ourc*** ««lnaa just baxov the ftlralag stage* 

8*   da oaolUutlonB art of is* frequency in the mac* 90 to *»00 
ayolee. 

3.   The oaolliatlon* occur vith hi£h iciifortRltgr only after the aaoda 
tip baa attain*! it© ohav&stariaUc shape, 

h*   fba fra^uaaajr of tbn oooUlatJjSQs la affaeted V the mkurirJ., 
tdmmter, and aayaxutloc of Hie clec&rodca aal b/ tbi» ere 
aawtatt, but not by roactadi»d Ttreaaat la the poior aus^Ct^. 

5*    Tbe oecl llailOBfl are causal by rotation of Iba u£ud<9 ay^ot about 
the periphery of 'iiw %A^C doa to tb« praaoaBi of za linayieiti I ul 
KBflcetlc fiald aaroed by fe, aru ooiTaat lteali* at the aaods aura»o, 
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6. 

?.    » la WLuvid that tba batoarior of MM aauto apet 
of tha awo'a aaa ipwtii flald aa 

a tlraat baari^ aa tba laltlatloa of tte 
are aad ok it* 

It i* aaaa tuat tiic bwlc oauaa of botfc tha lav fraqaanaj aod big* 

a*eilx*%ic~ t» etrL< -r- «f «*t aacda spot «oroa tba rarfaoa of tfcs 

tmmAm 6am to tb» aroa on aafcartlo flail in ccaaxuafttloa vith t&» natural 

•^asrUPMBBfaai or tba alaotroaa fiw*.   fbia aroooaa Is lafaaraat la tha are 

Itael? cssd 1* la BO vay ooaoaraad vltl* fib* axta&ml •laotriool circuit tusvlyiag 

paw to tba aro.    Xt 1» s^. i^^jwaad tibat ttda la tba only cmtao of iaet^Ulty 

la tba d-o arc Vat It la oallavad ho ba <sm of tbo aero lapcrtant aaA barl? 

of oaelllatiaaa.    Chla vox* baa ttzarafora laolatad ana pr*a» aoarua of IwtaMlltgr 

•ad V«clatad" It to tba aaoda spot aa affaatad by tba area am raflpwtla flald. 

Bdi oontrlbvtlaa to tba faate—ar»U knoaladaa of tba are abonli ba of 

to tfroaa abo ara aaaMag to Uajrora ita atabUlty la lta aaay aj*>lioati». 



Low-Frequency Self-Generated Oscillations 

in the D-G Carbon Arc 
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NDER THE sponsor- 
ship of the Olticc of 
Naval Research, the De- 

partment of Electrical Engi- 
neering of Johns Hopkins 
University has been conduct- 
ing a study of the funda- 
mental properties of the d-c 
arc. Particular attention has 
ijcen given to arcs of higher 
current   values   (10    to   200 
amperes) at atmospheric pressure, such as occur in weld- 
ing, searchlights, circuit breakers, and so forth. 

It long has been known that the voltage across such arcs 
is not always a steady d-c value. In many cases, particularly 
in welding operations, it is subject to wide random varia- 
tions even though the voltage of the source supplying power 
to the arc remains perfectly steady.    In the case of the car- 

A study of the fundamental properties of the 
d-c arc ««*s undertaken starting with very low- 
currents of 1 ampere or less and gradually in- 
creasing the current. Simultaneous observa- 
tions of the variations in voltage, current, light, 
and sound produced by the arc were correlated 
with those controllable parameters in an attempt 
to understand better the basic processes in- 

volved. 

Finkelnburg,2 in which many 
important aspects of the car- 
bon arc have been analyzed. 

The studies to be reported 
here were made with solid 
projector-type carbons with 
anode and cathode of the same 
size and mounted with their 
axes in line. It was felt that 
this arrangement, while in 
some respects more difficult to 

work with, would lend itself more readily to analysis. The 
plan of research was to start at %'cry low currents (1 ampere 
or less) and gradually increase the current to the hissing 
stage and beyond. At the same time, it was planned to 
make simultaneous observations of the variations (here- 
after referred to as "oscillations") in voltage, current, light, 
and sound produced by the arc and correlate the results 

bon arc, the familiar "'hissinu arc" has been the subject of     with those controllable parameters which might lead to a 
wide controversy and its mechanism is still in doubt. 

In view of the importance of this behavior on the stability 
and utility of the arc, it was felt that a careful investiga- 
tion of its nature was warranted. It was felt, also, that an 
understanding of the variations .night lead to a better 
understanding of the basic arc processes for all types of arcs. 

PLAN OF THE RESEARCH 

THE PRIMARY PORTION of the studv was devoted to the 
carbon arc, since variations in voltage and current 

occasioned by material transfer, such as occur in metallic 
arcs, would not IK; present with carbon electrodes. A 
search of the literature disclosed that one of the first thor- 
ough studies of the carbon air was made by Ayrton1 

before 1900.    More recent studies have been reported b\ 

better understanding of the basic processes involved. 
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Figure 1.    Diagram of apparatus for study of oscillations 

\ Du MONT type 279 dual-beam oscilloscope was used 
A~\- to view simultaneously any two waveforms. The 
voltage waveforms were projected directly on the oscillo- 
scope and a specially designed noninductive shunt was used 
to produce the voltage drops corresponding to the current 
waveforms. Light oscillations were detected by means of 
a Radio Corporation of America 931-A phototube and 
sound oscillations were detected by means of a crystal 
microphone. 

A 24-inch Navy Searchlight Chamber wa3 used to en- 
close the arc for the studies in air. Average values of volt- 
age and current were recorded win Esieiline Angus recording 
meters. 

A General Radio sound analyzer type 700-A, with range 
extender as described by Cobine and Curry,* was used to 
measure the frequency of the oscillations up to about 1 
megacycle. The measurement of the high-frequency oscil- 
lations covering the range above 1 megacycle was made 
usiiiL,' HallicrafuY superheterodyne radio receivers. 

The measurement of aic length was made on an image 
.if the arc magnified optically eight times and projected on a 
Knurd text at a eoitfrrenee paper presented .tt the AIEE Winter General Meeting, 
New York, N   V..   January   I"   !J,   '.951. .nut   recommended   (or   publication   by   the 
Mil'  <: .iimee  .,,:   1,1,, in,'   Welding 

This article i« Part I of a sei ie« . ,f two artii lr< on self-generated oscillation* in thr d-c 
t-arbon arc. Part II, "The Hissing \r< and Radio-Frequency Osi illation,." v»-!l an- 
[war in a subsequent is<ur. 
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calibrated   scale.    The   arc   length   was   defined   as   the 
minimum distance between the anode and cathode. 

Power was supplied from a bank of Exide storage bat- 
teries capable of supplying 150 amperes at i 00 volts for 8 
hours. A schematic diagram of the apparatus arrangement 
is shown in Figure 1. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

WITH SOLID CARBON ELECTRODES, it was found that if 
the current was increased slowly from very low values, 

by varying the external resistance of the circuit, there oc- 
curred a critical value of current at which oscillations of 
voltage, current, light, and sound wire produced bv the arc. 
These oscillations occurred at current values just below the 
hissing point and were of a low frequency, 50-400 cycles. 
They occurred over a very narrow current range under 
certain conditions of electrode shape. Since these low- 
frequency oscillations occurred in the quiet statt of the 
arc, as contrasted with the hissing-state characteristic of 
higher currents, they were designated as "quiet oscillations," 
and will be referred to as such hereafter in this article. 
When the current was increased, the frequency of the quiet 
oscillations increased until a current was reached at which 
the arc began to hiss. The low-frequency oscillations then 
were displaced by the higher-frequency higher-amplitude 
random fluctuations which are characteristic of the hissing 
arc. 

It was felt that a careful study of the quiet oscillations 
should be made since an understanding of their mechanism 
would provide a good groundwork foi an analysis of oscil- 
lations in the hissing stage and beyond. Consequendy, the 
remainder of this article will present the results of an analy- 
sis of the quiet oscillations; the results of studies made on 
the hissing arc and the high-frequency oscillations asso- 
ciated therewith are scheduled to appear in a subsequent 
issue. 

The quiet oscillations were found to be superimposed on 
the steady d-c waveforms of current and voltage. The 
oscillations were of nearly sinusoidal waveform and were 
smooth and continuous as contrasted to the waveforms of 
voltage extinctions described by Finkclnburg*. The first 
point of study was to determine if the frequency or occur- 
rence of the oscillations wa; connected in any way with the 
inductance or capacitance associated with the external cir- 
cuits supplying power to the arc. Various values of induc- 
tance and capacitance were connected both singly and in 
combination across the arc, and inductance was connected 
in series with the arc. None of these reactances affected the 
oscillations either in frequency, waveform, or any other 
characteristic. 

VOLTAGE OSCILLATIONS 

IT WAS FOUND that, for ..• given size electrode and i»iven arc 
length, the frequency of ihe voltage oscillations increased 

as the current way increased up to the point .it which the 
arc began to hiss. Then the quiet oscillation? were no 
longer observed The relations between the frequency of 
the voltage oscillations and the value of are current for sev- 
eral values of arc length are shown in Figure 2 for electrodes 
of 9-millimeter (3/8-inch) diameter.    Figure 3 shows the 
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Figure 2. Correla- 
tion between meas- 
ured and calcu- 
lated valuei of fre- 
quency of quiet 
oicillationa for 3/8- 

inch electrodes 

Figure 3. Meas- 
ured variation of 
frequency of quiet 
ofillationa with 
current for 3/40- 

inch arc length 

t 65—f*—n It—fr- 
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relation between oscillation frequency and arc current for 
an arc length of 3/40 inch and for three different diameter 
electrodes. It is seen that both electrode size and arc 
length have an effect on the frequency of the oscillations. 

The arc was started in each case with the anode flat as 
shown in Figure 4/!. After the arc had burned about 5 
minutes at the arc length and current at which measure- 
ments were to be made, the electrodes assumed the shape 
shown in Figure AB. Until the anode had reached the 
form shown in Figure 4B, no oscillations of a stable nature 
could be obtained. However, after the electrodes reached 
that shape, the oscillations were relatively stable and the 
electrodes maintained this shape. The frequency in- 
creases as the arc current i« inrtv»«-d as shown in Fi«rure 3. 
but the rate of increase becomes less as the diameter of the 
electrodes increases. The amplitude of the oscillations in- 
creases as the current is increased up to a value of about 3 
volts, at which point the arc l>cgins to hiss. 

CURRENT OSCILLATIONS 

/^NIIRBFNT OSCILLATIONS of the same frequency and wavc- 
V->< form, but 180 degrees out of phase with the voltage 
oscillations, were found to be present. A series of photo- 
graphs of voltage and current oscillations, taken with a 
Lcica 3S-millimetcr camera from the Du Mont dual-beam 
oscilloscope, is shown in Figure 5. These oscillations oc- 
curred in an arc with 9-millinietcr-diametcr electrodes, 
3/40-inch arc length, and currents ranging from 9 to 12 
amperes. The photographs show clearly that there is a 
180-dcgrce phase shift between the vc'tage and current 
oscillations. This 180-degrce phase difference between 
current and voltage oscillations is to be expected, since the 
quiet oscillations take place on the negative resistance por- 
tion of »he voltage-current characteristic of the arc. 

Figure 6 shows the approximate variation of arc voltage 
with arc current  for 9-millimeter electrodes and  various 
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Figure 5. Voltage 
and current oscil- 
lation waveforms 
for 3/8-inch elec- 
trode*, 3/40-inch 

arc length 

values of arc length. The curves show thai ai low cur- 
rents, the voltage decreases as the current is increased; 
that is, that the arc behaves like a negative resistance until 
a dcsuiitc current is reached} at vvlucli point the ate l>cgius 
to hiss and the arc voltage abruptly drops 10 volts. A com- 
parison of Figures 2 and 6 shows that the quiet oscillations 
occur in the current range just below the point at which the 
arc begins to hiss. 

LIGHT OSCILLATIONS 

TTVOIKE 7 .snows typical photographs of the voltage trace 
A (top) and the light trace (bottom) for 9-miHimctcr elec- 
trodes, 3/40-inch ;. ; length, and current about 12 amperes. 
The three photographs were taken with the same current 
and arc length, the only difference being the region of the 
anode from which the light was taken. Figure 7.1 was 
taken with the phototube aperture focused on the edge of 
the anode crater at the top looking at the cross section of 
the arc (point A in FigureAB). Figure IB was taken with 
the aperture focused on   the   edge  of the  crater  in   the 

middle (point H of Figure AB). Figure 1C was taken with 
the aperture focused on the edge of the crater of the bottom 
(point Cin Figure AB) In Figure 7/1, the voltage and light 
oscillations are almost exactly in phase. In Figure IB, the 
ligh' lags the voltage about 90 degrees, and in Figure 1C 
the light is 18!) degrees out of phase with the voltage. This 
variation of 180 degrees in phase between the light and the 
voltage oscillations was observed at all times when the arc 
was in the quiet-oscillation region, and the light was ob- 
served from the bottom of the anode. The reason for this 
phase shift will be explained later. Figure 8 shows a series 
of photographs taken at the bottom of the anode crater for 
the same conditions of electrode size and arc length, but 
with increasing v.dues of current. Figure 8/) was taken at 
a current just below the hissing point. Both the voltage 
and light waveforms have changed from periodic waves to 
random variation At a slightly higher current, the arc 
begins to hiss, Figure 8E. The voltage waveform now ap- 
pears as a high-frequency hash on the scope while the light 
oscillations appear as random fluctuations. The ampli- 
tude of the hissing voltage measured on the scope wai' about 
10 volts and was independent oi the current. 

HIGH-SPEED MOTION PICTURES 

HIGH-SPEED MOTION PICTURES, 3,000 frames per second, 
were taken to determine what effects were taking 

place in the arc during the quiet oscillations. An Eastman 
Kodak high-speed camera was used with Super A'A' film 
with an aperture of fS and a red filter, Corning number 
2418. The red filter was used to accentuate the effects at 
'he anode surface and suppress the light from the column, 
which is predominantly blue The film showed clearly the 
rotation of a bright spot of light around the outer circum- 
ferencc of the anode crater A neon timing light built into 
the high-speed camera was used to provide a 1 120-second 
timing pulse on the film The frequency of rotation of the 
spot thus could be determined. The frequency of rotation 
was found to be exactly equal to the frequency of the quiet 
oscillation observed on the oscilloscope at the time the 
motion pictures were taken. 

MECHANISM OF QUIET OSCILLATIONS 

Explanation of Observed Results. The high-speed motion 
pictures show conclusively that there is a connection be- 
tween the oscillations of voltage, current, light, and sound, 
ind the rotation ot the anode spot. A possible cause of the 
variation in arc voltage would be a variation in arc length 
as the spot rot.ttes around the anode crater. An analysis 
of Figure AB shows that such a variation in arc length 
exists, and that the difference in an. length between top and 
bottom is the order of 1 64 inch. Tu determine whether 
variations in arc length can account for the variations in 
arc voltage, it is necessary to determine the potential gradi- 
ent of the column. The potential gradient of the arc 
column can be determined from the data of Figure 6, and is 
approximately 160 volts per inch. A variation of 1 64 inch 
in arc length, therefore, would produce a change of 2.5 
volts in arc voltage. This is of the same order of magnitude 
as obtained from measurements of the voltage oscillations 
on the dual-beam oscilloscope.     Thus, the voltage oscitla- 



tions appear to be caused by the rotation of the anode spot 
with a corresponding periodic change in arc length. The 
current oscillation would follow as a natural result of the 
changes in voltage and the negative resistance character- 
istic of the arc. 

The 180-degrce phase shift of the lisrht oscillations with 
respect to the voltage across the anode crater now can t>e 
explained. Figure 4B shows a scale drawing of the elec- 
trodes as they appear when the arc is in the quiet-oscillation 
range. The arc length may be either DA when the spot is 
at the top of the crater, DC when it is at the bottom, or any 
length between these values. As shown in the diagram, 
DC is less than DA. Suppose the voltage oscillations arc 
impressed upon one section of the dual-beam oscilloscope 
and the light oscillations on the other section, and the aper- 
ture of the phototube is focused on poi;it .1 of the crater: 
the voltage then will be a maximum when (he anode spot 
is at point A. One-half cycle later, the anode spot will be 
at point C. The voltage and light will be a minimum, 
since the phototube is still focused on point .!. while the 
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Figure 6. Voltage- 
current character- 
istics of carbon arc 
in air, 3/8-inch 
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Figure 7. Voltage 
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tion waveforms for 
3/8-inch elec- 
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Figure 8.     Voltage and light oscillation waveforms, 3/8-inch elec- 

trodes, 3/40- inch arc length 

bright spot of light has moved. Hence, the voltage and 
light oscillations will be in phase. If the phototube aper- 
ture is focused on point C, the voltage will be a minimum 
when the spot is at C, but the light will be a maximum. 
One-half cycle later, when the spot is at A, the voltage will 
lie a maximum, and the light will be a minimum. Thus, 
•he voltage and light will be 180 degrees out of phase when 
the phototube is focused on the bottom of the anode crater 
and they will be in phase when the phototube is focused on 
the top of the crater. When the phototube aperture is 
focused on the middle of the crater, the phase difference 
will be ")0 electrical degrees. This explanation is consistent 
with Figure 7 which shows the voltage and light in phase 
at the top of the crater, 00 degrees out of phase in the middle 
of the crater, and 180 degrees out of phase at the bottom of 
the crater. The quiet oscillations, therefore, are the result 
of the rotation of the anode spot around the anode crater. 

Cause of Rotation. The cause of the rotation is now to be 
determined. It is known that a beam of electrons in a 
transverse magnetic field will be acted on by a force which 
will tend to move it in a direction (icrpcndicular to both the 
direction of the field and the direction of the beam. Such 
a motion will be circular. The arc current can l>e con- 
sidered to be a concentrated beam of electrons and ions, 
out mosiii electrons. inc cotaCt-niration wi ^H^UVMU »* 
particularly large near the anode. When the current 
enters the anode spot which is small in comparsion with the 
anode crater, the current will tend to spread out to form 
How lines as shown in Figure 4. Such a distribution of cur- 
rent as in Figure 4 will produce a transverse component of 
magnetic field at the crater surface. Thus, ihcie will be a 
tendency for the ire column to rotate. The strength, of 
the magnetic field will depend upon the value of the current 
and the degree of dissymmetry present at the anode crater. 
With an electrode which was cut with a perfecriy flat face 
perpendicular to the electrode axis, there would be no 
transverse component of magnetic field, as in Figure 4.4. 
This fact explains why there are no quiet oscillations when 
the arc is first started with flat eiectrodes, and why the 
oscillations become more and more firmlv established as the 
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electrodes burn so as to attain the final shape. The shape 
of the anode is the critical factor, and the shape of the 
cathode tip seems to mrke no difference. The oscillations 
will occur with a flat cathode and an anode which has 
burned to the shape shown in Figure 4*9. The anode at- 
tains this shape as a result of the fact that the heat rises by 
convection and causes more rapid burning at the top of the 
electrode. 

Effects of External Fields. In order to determine the effects 
of various types of magnetic fields on the oscillations, sev- 
eral experiments were conducted. The arc was burned in 
the presence of an external radial magnetic field. When 
the external field was in such a direction as to add to the 
arc's magnetic field, quiet oscillations and hissing occurred 
at a lower cuncnt than without the field. If the magnetic 
field were reversed so as to oppose the arc's field, quiet oscil- 
lations and hissing occurred at a higher current than with- 
out the field. 

The effect of an axial magnetic field was to increase the 
amplitude of the quiet oscillations without affecting their 
frequency. The amplitude of the quiet oscillations in- 
creased linearly with magnetic-field strength. 

The effect of a transverse magnetic, field was to increase 
the frequency of the quiet oscillations with no efTect on the 
amplitude if the external field were in such a direction as 
to aid the transverse component of magnetic field pro- 
duced by the arc. If the external transverse field were re- 
versed, so as to oppose the field produced by the arc, the 
frequency of oscillation decreased as the field was increased. 
These studies show clearly that a magnetic field has sig- 
nificant effect on the quiet oscillations and actually can 
cause them to occur at currents below which they would 
occur normally. This serves to substantiate the expla- 
nation of the cause of the oscillations given previously. 

THEORETICAL EXPLANATION OK QUIET OSCILLATIONS 

THE DETERMINATION OF an empirical relation   between 
the frequency of oscillation and th-' arc current   was 

desired. Such a determination can be made by making 
several assumptions which have been fairly well established 
in the arc field. Considering that the arc column is essen- 
tially a concentrated beam of electrons, such that it can be 
thought of as a cylinder rotating through the arc atmos- 
phere, the following equation was developed: 

/-cr-y/w, 
where C and n are constants depending upon the electrode 
diameter; / is the arc current in amperes; R is the radius 
of the arc column; r is the radius of rotation of the anode 
spot;  and /» is the arc length. 

The comparison between the measured values of the fre- 
quencies of the quiet oscillations and the calculated values 
from this empirical equation are shown in Figure 9, for 
three sizes of electrodes. 

Tests With Other Types of Electrodes. Attempts were made 
to obtain quiet oscillations with electrodes other than the 
National Carbon Company solid projector carbons used in 
all the work thus far reported. No other electrode pro- 
duced oscillations as stable as those with carbon. Graph- 
ite electrodes produced hissing with no noticeable region 
of quiet oscillation before hissing began. Copper, alumi- 
num, and tungsten electrodes showed a region of voltage 
fluctuation Ix'fore hissing i>egan. but there were no stable 
oscillations that could be studied as in the case of carbon. 

CONCLUSIONS 

THE RESULTS of this research  may be  summarized   as 
follows: 

!. A study of the d-c arc in air at normal temperatures 
and pressures l>ctwecn solid carbon electrodes has disclosed 
the presence of symmetrical, uniform oscillations of current, 
voltage, light, and sound occurring at current values just 
l>clow the hissing stage. 

2. The oscillations are of low frequency in the range 
50 to 400 cycles. 

3. The oscillations occur with high uniformity only 
after the anode tip has attained its characteristic shape. 

4. The frequency of the oscillations is affected by the 
material, diameter, and separation of the electrodes and by 
the arc current, but not by reactance present in the power 
supply. 

5. The oscillations are caused by rotation of the anode 
spot about the periphery of the anode due to the presence 
of an unsymmetrical magnetic field caused by the arc cur- 
rent itself at the anode surface. 

6. An empirical equation has been developed to express 
the frequency of the oscillations as a function of current 
and electrode parameters. 

7. Ii is believed that the behavior of the anode spot and 
the influence of the arc's own magnetic field as reported 
here have a direct bearing on the initiation of the "hissing" 
arc and on its characteristics. 
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